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Great Plains QIN Announces New IDIQ Director  
 
Great Plains Quality Innovation Network announces the selection and appointment of Ryan Sailor, MBA 
as the IDIQ Director for Great Plains QIN, succeeding Greg Schieke with his retirement on January 30.  
Ryan began in this capacity effective February 1. 
 
Ryan comes to this position with a wealth of QIO knowledge and much expertise in the areas of program 
operations, analytics and information systems.  Previously he served as the State Program Director for 
the South Dakota Foundation for Medical Care for the 11th Statement of Work.  He has been employed 
with the SDFMC since 2003 and has served in multiple capacities including Health Data Analyst, Director 
of Quality Improvement and currently as Vice President.  Ryan has a Master of Business Administration 
(MBA) degree with a concentration in Healthcare, and his undergrad degree is a Bachelor of Arts degree 
in Business Administration with a concentration in Finance. 
 
“Ryan’s existing relationships with CMS and within Great Plains QIN will serve him well in this new role.” 
said Tina Georgy, Great Plains QIN CEO.  “Ryan has demonstrated leadership skills and the ability to 
work in a collegial and collaborative manner with the great staff across our four states that will make 
this transition smooth and help us be successful in current and future projects.” 
 
In this role, Ryan will work closely with Tina Georgy, CEO and Julie Overstreet, CFO as the executive 
leadership team for Great Plains QIN.  
 
“I’m grateful for the opportunity to serve Great Plains QIN, providers, and beneficiaries in our four-state 
region”, said Sailor.  “We have amazing staff across our partner organizations that will ensure that we 
meet our goals.  I look forward to the new challenges that this role brings.”  
 
 
 

 
About Great Plains QIN 

Great Plains Quality Innovation Network is the new Quality Innovation Network-Quality Improvement Organization (QIN-QIO) 
for Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota. The development of Great Plains QIN reflects recent changes to 
legislation that impacts the structure of the QIO program. The Kansas Foundation for Medical Care, CIMRO of Nebraska, Quality 
Health Associates of North Dakota and South Dakota Foundation for Medical Care have aligned to form a new not-for-profit 
organization. Each of these organizations has a long history of working collaboratively together, serving as their state’s QIO and 
improving the quality and efficiency of healthcare in the region. 
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